Media Spotlight
CW39 TV in Houston, Texas featured the Clutchette Power and Crossbody
Power in their Must Pack Travel Items on NEWSFIX. “Chic Buds knows how
important it is to have a full battery to take pictures, videos, and stay in touch with
loved ones when on vacation.”
New You (Circ: 250K) has the Tassel Power listed as number one in their list of
gift ideas for bridesmaids. “This is perfect for your always-on-the-go bridesmaids
who turn to you constantly asking to borrow your phone charger. This innovative,
convenient, and fashionable creation acts as a both an accessory for your phone and
a charging source as well!”
The ProjectMotherhoodNYC blog has the Crossbody Power pictured in a post
titled: Chic Buds in Central Park. “This is my new favorite bag from Chic Buds
called the Crossbody Power Purse (in cobalt) and I’m in love!”
Revelist.com reviewed the Clutchette Power. “To my surprise, my phone was
fully charged in less than three hours. Meanwhile, the actual charger itself takes
approximately four hours to charge.”
ABC’s Good Morning Wyoming showcased the Totel Power in their Coffee
Conversation segment on cell phone accessories.
Fashion Maniac has the Clutchette Power listed as one of the must-have items
at musical festivals. “Jetting to that multi-day music festival? Don’t forget the Chic
Buds Clutchette Power by your side! The stylish wristlet is the ultimate companion
for that live event. The Clutchette Power will keep any smartphone charged for
every picture perfect moment and to ensure you don’t spend the day away from the
stage, waiting for your car to charge your phone. This must-have accessory features
an ultra-thin battery and built-in USB cord, and it can fit keys, lip gloss and other
on-the-go essentials!”
Uptown Magazine features the Premium Power in their list of Cool
Last-Minute Gifts. “Having a full phone charge means everything today, and the
sleek and portable Chic Buds Premium Power charges two devices at once.”

